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Can I copy and redistribute the DFA materials? If yes, how should I give credit to 
DFA? 

Yes. You may copy and redistribute the DFA materials in any medium or 
format, including for personal use. You must give credit to DFA when you do 
this by providing a link to the DFA website and a link to the license type. All 
DFA materials are protected under Creative Commons CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 
license. 

 
Can I adapt the DFA materials? If yes, how should I give credit to DFA? 

Yes. You may adapt the DFA materials by remixing, transforming, and 
building upon them. You must give credit to DFA when you do this by 
providing a link to the DFA website and a link to the license type. All DFA 
materials are protected under Creative Commons CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 license. 
When you adapt the DFA materials you must indicate the changes that were 
made and you may not suggest that DFA endorses you or your use. 

 
If I adapt the DFA materials or content, can I apply my own license to them? 

No. Part of the Creative Commons CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 license agreement is that 
you will "Share Alike" meaning that if you remix, transform, or build upon the 
DFA materials you will distribute your contributions under the same license as 
the original. 

 
Can I sell the DFA materials? 

You may only use the DFA materials for your own personal, non-commercial 
purposes. 
 

Can I use the DFA materials in my teaching activities? 
You may only use the DFA materials for your own personal, non-commercial 
purposes. Use of the DFA materials as part of your teaching activities will be 
deemed to be personal, non-commercial purposes as long as no charge is 
imposed for their use. 
 

What does DFA do with the resources I share with DFA? 
DFA can remix, transform, build upon, and distribute the resources you share 
in any manner.  
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Does DFA retain any rights or ownership to the projects and work I create in 
DFA? 

Under the Creative Commons CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 license, DFA can adapt your 
work to be added to our community’s curriculum so that others may benefit, 
but you retain ownership unless otherwise agreed upon. 

 
Does a Community Partner have a right to the projects and work I create in 
DFA? 
All DFA projects are maintained under the Creative Commons CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 
license, but you retain ownership to your project unless otherwise agreed upon. 
 
How does DFA use my personal information? 

Refer to the Privacy Policy for the types of information collected and use 
cases. Generally, your information is used to provide targeted and improved 
services. 

 
If you have more questions, please contact support@designforamerica.com. 
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